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The benefits of walking in older age include improved cognitive health (e.g., mental

alertness, improved memory functioning) and a reduced risk of stress, depression and

dementia. However, research capturing the benefits of walking among older people

in real-time as they navigate their world is currently very limited. This study explores

cognitive health and well-being outcomes in older people as they walk in their local

neighborhood environment. Residents from an independent living facility for older

people (mean age 65, n = 11) walked from their home in two dichotomous settings,

selected on the basis of significantly different infrastructure, varying levels of noise,

traffic and percentage of green space. Employing a repeated-measures, cross over

design, participants were randomly allocated to one of two groups, and walked on

different days in an urban busy “gray” district (a busy, built up commercial street)

vs. an urban quiet “green” district (a quiet residential area with front gardens and

street trees). Our study captured real-time air quality and noise data using hand-held

Airbeam sensors and physiologic health data using a smart watch to capture heart rate

variability (a biomarker of stress). Cognitive health outcome measures were a pre- and

post-walk short cognitive reaction time (SRT) test and memory recall of the route walked

(captured via a drawn mental map). Emotional well-being outcomes were a pre- and

post-walk mood scale capturing perceived stress, happiness and arousal levels. Findings

showed significant positive health benefits from walking in the urban green district on

emotional well-being (happiness levels) and stress physiology (p < 0.05), accompanied

by faster cognitive reaction times post-walk, albeit not statistically significant in this

small sample. Cognitive recall of the route varied between urban gray and urban green

conditions, as participants were more likely to rely on natural features to define their

routes when present. The environmental and physiologic data sets were converged to

show a significant effect of ambient noise and urban conditions on stress activation as

measured by heart rate variability. Findings are discussed in relation to the complexity

of combining real-time environmental and physiologic data and the implications for
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follow-on studies. Overall, our study demonstrates the viability of using older people

as citizen scientists in the capture of environmental and physiologic stress data and

establishes a new protocol for exploring relationships between the built environment and

cognitive health in older people.

Keywords: cognitive health, stress, air pollution, noise pollution, urban green space, wearable sensors

INTRODUCTION

Exercise is extremely important to healthy aging, reducing
the risk of cardio-vascular disease, susceptibly to stress and
depression, and improving cognitive functioning. Physical
activity is an important modifiable risk factor for reducing the
risk of dementia and cognitive decline in older age (1, 2).
Exercise also has a direct role in brain health; even light exercise
in older adults (55–80 years) can increase the volume of the
anterior hippocampus (3), a key part of the brain network
that supports spatial memory (our memories of place and
spatial relations). In the same age group, research has shown
30min of exercise may increase neural processes underlying
semantic memory activation (our recall of objective knowledge)
in healthy older adults (4). All of these types of memories
facilitate our experience of space but with aging, this memory
network – particularly semantic memory – can diminish and
become disrupted with older age, as well as with certain forms
of dementia. But, regular physical activity can help maintain
memory performance by increasing neural efficiency (5) and
is associated with increased white-matter volume in older
people (which allows for communication between different brain
regions) and brain plasticity (the brain’s ability to adapt to
changes in the environment or new situations) [reported in
Macpherson et al. (6)].

Exercise also plays a role in supporting social interrelations.
Older people have a heightened risk of social isolation and
loneliness; walkable neighborhoods and using different modes
of transport (bicycle, public transport) can significantly reduce
loneliness in older people (7) offering impromptu opportunities
for social interaction. But only between 6 and 29.8 per cent of
older adults aged 65 plus attain the US recommended activity
guidelines (i.e., ≥150min of moderate-intensity equivalent
minutes of activity per week in bouts of at least 10min) (8) for
“lifestyle” and “ambulatory” activities, respectively (9).

Older people are often hampered from walking in their
local neighborhood owing to traffic, noise, air pollution and
poorly maintained sidewalks. In addition, people living in lower
income neighborhoods are less likely to encounter features
that encourage walking, including street trees and parks. Being
physically active in older age is now identified as one simple,
low cost strategy that can help reduce the burden of dementia,
the greatest global challenge for health and social care in
the 21st century (10). How we design the environment to
promote walkability therefore has an important role to play in
healthy aging.

Improving walkability includes regulating for and reducing
air and noise pollution. A systematic review of longitudinal

cohort studies (n = 13) identified an association between greater
exposure to airborne pollutants and an increased risk of dementia
and cognitive decline (11). Increases in dementia risk were found
for fine particulate (PM2.5), nitrogen oxides (NO2/NOx) and
carbon monoxide (CO). One study showed people aged 50 plus
living with high levels of air pollutants have a 40 percent greater
risk of developing dementia as compared to those living with
lower air pollution (12). Because traffic is a large source of
many different pollutants, concentrations of air pollutants are
often elevated near roadways (13, 14) with residential proximity
to roadways linked to a variety of adverse health effects [e.g.,
(15, 16)]. The contribution of noise to this association has
rarely been examined and findings to date are inconclusive.
However, excessive noise is associated with physical and mental
illness and with higher levels of heart disease, stress, poor sleep
quality and cognitive impairment (17). Despite the evidence that
excessive urban noise can contribute to negative health outcomes,
governments rarely regulate average or ambient street noise (18).
Instead, local governments primarily regulate noise with regard
to individual instances, such as a single vehicle’s engine or horn
noise. Using our pilot study’s location as an example, Richmond,
Virginia sets the maximum allowable dBA of a vehicle, measured
at a distance of at least 50 feet (15m) at 86dBA on streets with
a speed limit of 35 MPH (56 kph) or less (19). However, this
regulatory standard would have little effect on average street
noise levels. While not available for Richmond, a 2015 study of
NYC street noise found a mean street noise level of 73.4dBA,
with the busiest streets ranging up to 95.0 dBA on a typical
day (18).

Decades of research have shown that exposure to natural
environments, or green space, can act as an equalizer in
health inequities, such as cardiovascular disease (CVD), obesity,
psychological well-being, stress regulation and social health
across the lifespan (20). Low-income neighborhoods with a high
proportion of older residents are disproportionately healthier
if their neighborhoods contain good quality, publicly accessible
green space (21). Living in areas with walkable green space
is associated with increased life longevity in older urban
citizens (22, 23). Furthermore, walking in urban green space
(“green exercise”) - as compared to urban busy districts -
is associated with improved emotional well-being and mental
alertness (24, 25).

Theoretically, it’s postulated that one of the mechanisms by
which green space delivers these health benefits is through the air
pollution pathway (i.e., trees and other greenery filter pollutants
such as PM2.5 improving respiratory health and reducing the risk
of heart disease); other postulated pathways include the effect
of green space on stress regulatory mechanisms (e.g., reduced
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allostatic load, the neuroendocrine system), the increased
likelihood of exercising in green spaces (owing to improved place
aesthetics) as well as the social benefits that accrue from meeting
people in green spaces (either on an impromptu or organized
basis) (26). It is posited that relationships between urban green
space and health outcomes are stronger in older people because
they spend more time in their residential environment owing to
retirement or limited mobility.

But green space is not distributed equitably; economically
deprived areas often contain both lower quantity and poorer
quality of green space resulting in less opportunity for green
exercise and recreation (27), and in turn, fewer opportunities for
public health.

Recently, the evidence of positive health effects has grown
through the application of biologic indicators to capture
immediate physiologic changes that occur in response
to exposure to the outdoors, aided by the advancement
in mobile technologies (e.g., smart phones). This has
resulted in captures of biologic responses to the outdoors
including heart rate variability (HRV), blood pressure, saliva,
actigraph, urine, and electroencephalography. These studies
generally have small sample sizes, are mostly carried out in
healthy (student) populations, are rarely carried out in older
populations and have generated mixed results [see (28) for a
systematic review].

Additionally, the effect of urban environments on individuals
can be measured through its effects on spatial knowledge
and cognitive maps. Cognitive mapping exercises, such as
sketch mapping of traveled routes, can highlight the elements
of the environment that are most salient to a traveler (29).
Salient elements vary not just by route or environment,
but also by socio-cultural factors, such as ethnicity (30).
Older adults, in particular, may have difficulty forming
cognitive maps after travel (31). However, the elements
of the built environment that are most salient to older
adults as they travel through urban environments remains
little examined.

Aims and Rationale
We recruited a sample of retired older people on lower-incomes
(n = 11) to examine the feasibility of (a) integrating real-
time physiological data with real-time environmental data; and
(b) establish a new study protocol integrating cognitive health
measures with real-time stress measures to explore outdoor
exposure effects in an aging population.

Given the evidence above, we developed two hypotheses:

(1) Older people, on a low income, will experience mental health
benefits from walking in local neighborhoods that include
urban street stress, and other urban natural features such
as domestic gardens and nearby parks. Benefits will extend
to subjective well-being, cognitive functioning (reaction
times and spatial memory), and physiological indicators
of stress.

(2) Lower levels of air and noise pollution will result in
improvements across the outcome measures described in
Hypothesis 1.

We tested the above hypotheses using the mechanism of a walk in
two distinctly dichotomous environmental settings with different
spatial and environmental characteristics: an urban “gray” walk
in a busy, trafficked urban district vs. an urban “green” walk
in a quieter residential district with front gardens, street trees
and a pocket park. Using a walk as the outdoor exposure
mechanism replicates tried and tested protocol in environment-
health research (24, 25, 32, 33).

METHODS

Subjects
Participants were healthy adults (n = 11, mean age 64.8, 6
male: 5 female) living in an independent residential facility in
Richmond, Virginia. Participants were recruited by purposive
sampling methods to ensure they met the required inclusion
criteria. We carried out a baseline health survey in a larger
sample prior to identify fit, healthy adults capable of walking
at ease (unassisted) for 15–20min. Exclusion criteria for
study participation included visual impairment, chronic mental
illness and a history of epileptic or psychiatric disorders. All
participants were required to be able to walk, unassisted by
another person, for at least 15min. Ethical approval for the
study was provided by the University of Virginia Institutional
Review Board for Health Sciences Research (IRB-HSR) with
informed and signed consent a condition of taking part in
the study.

TABLE 1 | Percentage landcover for “gray” and “green” walks.

Landcover areas Urban gray (%) Urban green (%)

Non-building impervious 74% 48%

Non-tree vegetation 2% 16%

Tree canopy 9% 25%

Building impervious 15% 11%

FIGURE 1 | Experimental protocol for each testing day. Note: participants walk condition was counterbalanced between days.
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Study Design
We employed a repeated-measures, cross over design, ensuring
participants act as their own control. Participants were randomly
allocated to one of two groups, each of 5–6 participants: Group
1 walked the urban “gray” route on Day 1, followed by the
urban “green” route on Day 2, and Group 2 vice versa, with a
1-day intervening period between walks (see Figure 1). The two
dichotomous walk routes are described above.

Walking Routes
The two walk routes were located nearby to participants’
residential home and were selected on the basis of significantly
different levels of green space and gray infrastructure (z =

−18.578, p < 0.00001): the urban “gray” walk comprised 89%
gray infrastructure and 11% green infrastructure, compared to
the urban “green” walk which comprised 59% gray and 41% green
infrastructure. See Table 1 for further breakdown by land use
cover (and supplemental data for maps of the spatial data for each
route). From hereon we refer to the walk routes as “urban gray”
and “urban green.”

The urban gray walk was characterized by a wide road system
(4-lanes) with heavy traffic (including trucks and buses), a wide
sidewalk with shops and restaurants fronting onto it, a flat
gradient, and incorporated someminor road crossings enroute. It
was linear in spatial composition (see Figure 2 below). The urban
green walk was characterized by a narrower road system (two
lanes), street trees, residential with front gardens, and included
a small park, some historic buildings, and some road crossings.
It was circular in spatial composition. See Figure 2 below for the

two routes walked, and Figures 3, 4 for the visual context of the
two settings. Participants walked at either 8:30A.M. or 9:30A.M.
on Day 1 and 2 in small groups of 5-6. The walk routes were
orientated in order to allow for safe road crossings. Participants
were instructed not to eat, smoke, talk to each other or chat on
their mobile phones. The weather condition on Day 1 was warm
(temp 73F) and sunny; Day 2 was warm (temp 70F) and overcast
with some occasional spots of rain.

Participant information about the study was provided prior
to fieldwork, with signed consent checked by researchers prior
to data collection. Data collection took place in a public meeting
room at the residential facility on the day of the walk. Participants
(living on-site) were asked to arrive 10min prior to the walk-
start time and completed a series of mental health tests and were
fitted with a smart watch capturing heart rate (described below).
They were asked to follow a walk leader and instructed not to
eat, smoke, talk to each other or chat on their mobile phones
during the walk. One of the research team led the walk, whilst
another researcher walked at the tail-end to ensure participants
did not encounter any difficulty. On returning to the residency,
participants repeated the mental health tests (described below)
and the smart watch was removed, with the data immediately
backed up on a computer.

Outcome Measures
Measures of Psychological Well-Being
We used the following psychological scales, previously used in
senior populations.

FIGURE 2 | Aerial view of the two walking routes.
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FIGURE 3 | The urban busy “gray” walk.

(1) Mood was measured using the short version of the
University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology
(UWIST) Mood Adjective Check List (MACL) (34, 35),
giving acute measures of hedonic tone (valence), stress and
(physical) arousal, shown as three individual scores. The
hedonic tone scale measures overall pleasantness of mood,
and is associated with feelings of somatic comfort and well-
being, the stress scale measures feelings of subjective tension
and the arousal scale measures feelings of subjective energy.
Scores are obtained from summation of individual item
scores pertaining to each of the three mood components.

(2) Subjective well-being was measured using the short version
of the Warwick and Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale
(SWEMWBS), a 7-item scale which measures how people
have felt over a 2-week time scale (e.g., feeling relaxed,
feeling useful), with responses rated on a 5-point Likert scale
from “none of the time” to “all of the time.” Scores can
range from 7 (indicating very low well-being) to 35 (very
high well-being). This scale captures a longer-term subjective
well-being and was employed to determine if participants’
well-being was stable during the period of the experiment.

Measures of Cognitive Functioning
(1) Reaction time was measured using the Deary-Liewald
computer-based simple reaction time test (SRT) (36). In the SRT,
participants press a key in response to a single stimulus (the
appearance of a diagonal cross within a square) displayed on
a computer screen (see Figure 5 below). Each time the cross
appears, participants respond by pressing the response key as
quickly as possible. Each cross remained on the screen until the
key was pressed, after which it disappears, and another cross
appeared some seconds later. The inter-stimulus interval (the
time interval between each response and when the next cross
appeared) ranged between 1 and 3 s and was randomized within
these boundaries. Participants’ mean reaction time across all trials

FIGURE 4 | The urban quiet “green” walk.

is calculated and presented as a millisecond value which is used
in subsequent analyses.

(2) Cognitive memory recall of the route as measured by a
drawn map, post walk.

In order to capture participants’ cognitive route recall, they
were asked to draw sketch maps of each respective walk,
completed immediately post walk. Following an unconstrained,
route-based sketch mapping modality (29, 37), participants were
given a blank page (no base map) with limited instructions,
stating, “Imagine you have a visitor who wants to undertake the
route you just completed. Please draw the route you undertook so
that the visitor could repeat this route.” The cognitive sketch maps
were reviewed by amember of the research team in order to assess
five aspects of the maps: Usability, Accuracy, Network Quality,
Waypoints, and Natural Features. These aspects of the map
were selected based on prior literature establishing methods for
assessing overall map quality (Usability, Accuracy, and Network
Quality) as well as objective counts of specific map features
(Waypoints and Natural Features) (38–40).

Nine participants completed sketch maps for each
urban condition.

Physiological Measures
Real-time stress was captured during the walk using an android
smart watch (Huawei Watch2) capturing heart rate and walking
speed. We used an in-house built app to collect 100HZ
Photoplethysmogram (PPG), 60Hz accelerometer, 1HZ sound
amplitude, and 1/60HZ GPS data (41). The PPG signal used
to estimate HRV was processed using bandpass filters to reduce
motion artifacts. Heart rate is a bio indicator of the stress biologic
system, and of SAM (sympathetic-adrenomedullary) system and
HPA (hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical) system activation,
which work together to achieve allostasis, the body’s ability to
maintain stability through exposure to change and stressors.
Heart rate variability captures the beat-to-beat interval variability
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FIGURE 5 | Screen shots of the SRT paradigm; participants respond when an X appears in a central white box.

of heart rate and is the most robust and consistent measure of
physiological stress in real-time outdoor data capture (28).

Air Pollution and Noise Levels
Real time air-quality and noise measurements were collected
during the walking sessions with handheld mobile devices. Air
quality was measured by the Airbeam which detects particulate
matter with a diameter equal to or smaller than 2.5 micron
(PM2.5). Noise measurements were collected by an IK iRig
lavalier microphone connected to a smartphone. Each device was
held between 1 and 2 meters from the ground. The Airbeam
is a low-cost air quality measurement device developed for
community-based environmental assessment. While low-cost,
California’s Air Quality Sensor Performance Evaluation Center
finds that Airbeam sensors “had good correlation with the [high
performance sensor] from both the field (R2 ∼ 0.65–0.70) and
laboratory studies (R2 > 0.87)” (SCAQMD 2015). PM2.5 and
noise (dB) readings were collected at least once per second as
participants walked along their routes.

Statistical Analyses
AirBeam Emissions and Noise Comparisons
An independent samples t-test was used to compare PM2.5 and
dB readings between urban gray and urban green conditions for
each day of the study. The t-test compares whether readings of
particulate matter or noise levels in the two urban conditions
are significantly different on a given day. In addition, effect sizes
for each comparison were calculated using Cohen’s d, which is
the mean difference divided by the pooled standard deviation of
readings for each urban condition.

SWEMWBS
Well-being scores, measured by SWEMWBS, were taken pre-
walk on both days. A paired t-test was used to determine
if SWEMWBS scores significantly differed between the two
sessions. The paired t-test was used because measurement of
SWEMWBS came prior to the walking sessions, so was not
affected by the participants’ route. Effect sizes were calculated
using Cohen’s d, calculated as described above.

UWIST
Change scores (post-walk score minus pre-walk score) were
computed for each of the UWIST MACL components and
analyzed using independent samples t-tests on each of the three
outcome measures (Hedonic Tone, Stress and Arousal). This
would determine any significant difference between the impact of
the route onmood, as determined by themagnitude of the change
scores. As with the SWEMWBS, effect sizes were calculated using
Cohen’s d, calculated as described above.

Simple Reaction Time
Two analyses were used to understand the SRT outputs. The
first analysis was to understand if there were baseline differences
between reaction times prior to the walking sessions on each
day. A paired t-test was used to compare reaction times for each
participant pre-walk on both their testing days (i.e., pre-urban
gray vs. pre-urban green). The second analysis used change scores
(post-walk reaction time – pre-walk reaction time) calculated for
each walking session and used these in an independent samples t-
test, using route as the grouping variable. As with previous t-test
analyses, Cohen’s d was calculated as described above.

Cognitive Maps
Cognitive maps elements were analyzed descriptively, assessing
the mean number of cognitive map features (Usability, Accuracy,
Network Quality, Waypoints, and Natural Features) drawn by
participants in their sketch maps for urban gray and urban
green walks.

HRV
Since data consisted of multiple physiological observations
nested within individual participants, a multilevel random
coefficient modeling approach with a random intercept for each
participant was used. The models were fit using full information
maximum likelihood estimation to study the effect of route types
on HRV. The first model examines the relationship between
HRV (RMSSD) and urban condition only. The second and
third models examine the relationship between HRV and the
interaction between urban condition and levels of either PM2.5

or dB.
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TABLE 2 | Participant demographics.

Age Range Mean

57–77 years 64.8 years

Gender N Percentage

Male 6 54.5%

Female 5 45.5%

Ethnicity

White 8 72.2%

African-American 2 18.2%

Mixed race 1 9.1%

Registered disability

Registered disabled 7 63.6%

Not registered disabled 4 34.4%

Smoker status

Yes 3 27.3%

No 8 72.7%

Income coping

Living very comfortably 1 9.1%

Living a little comfortably 1 9.1%

Living OK 2 18.2%

Living little difficultly 5 45.5%

Living very difficulty 2 18.2%

Education level

None at all 1 9.1%

Primary school 3 27.3%

Secondary school 2 18.2%

Tertiary (college/university) 5 45.5%

RESULTS

Demographics
Participant demographics from the study participants are
presented in Table 2, below. One participant did not complete
the 2nd walk, resulting in an overall sample of n= 11.

Environmental Measures: Noise and Air
Pollution
Portable AirBeam Sensors
The AirBeam portable sensors supplied near-continuous
(approx. every second) information on pollution and noise levels
along the participants’ walking routes. Table 3 describes PM2.5

and dB means and ranges for the urban gray and urban green
walks the 2 days of the pilot. On Day 1, PM2.5 levels were higher
during the urban green walk than during the urban gray walk.
This was contrary to expectations but can be accounted for by
local weather conditions and time of day. The urban green walk
occurred later in the morning, and PM2.5 levels were building
generally in Richmond that morning, even during the course of
the urban gray walk. (See Supplementary Figures 3, 4, for a map
of how PM2.5 levels varied during the course of the walks).

Overall, Day 1 had higher PM2.5 levels than Day 2,
which is reasonable considering the relatively warmer, less
windy weather of the first day. Importantly, the mean PM2.5

TABLE 3 | Means and ranges for AirBeam measured PM2.5 (µg/m3 ) and dB levels

during walks.

Measure Day Environment Mean Min-max Mean difference

(Cohen’s d)

Particulate

matter

(PM2.5)

Day 1 Urban gray 15.85 1.94–35.28 −4.06*** (−0.848)

Urban green 19.91 2.57–28.23

Day 2 Urban gray 9.88 0.86–25.21 1.28* (0.383)

Urban green 8.60 1.03–13.49

Noise level

(dB)

Day 1 Urban gray 75.19 58.82–87.05 5.20*** (1.157)

Urban green 69.99 59.39–84.91

Day 2 Urban gray 72.15 59.19–86.46 2.98*** (0.640)

Urban green 69.17 58.88–81.59

Mean difference between Urban Gray and Urban Green measures for given day and

measure are significantly different at: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

concentrations (measured in µg/m3) were relatively low on
both days. The World Health Organization recommends that
PM2.5 concentrations should not exceed 25 µg/m3 over a 24-
h mean, and these walks are lower than those levels during
their short duration (42). While not included here, we also
conducted mobile sampling of NO2 mixing ratios, where NO2

and PM2.5 are both associated with urban combustion pollution,
the hour before and hour after participant walking times on
Days 1 and 2. The mobile measurements captured general
neighborhood-scale spatial patterns in vicinity of the walking
routes. We observed that the spatial patterns collected using this
repeated mobile sampling were not always consistent with those
detected using the AirBeam. For example, on Day 1, mobile
NO2 measurements were higher in the vicinity of the urban
gray route than the urban green route, suggesting pollutant
concentrations relevant to the scale of this study exhibited high
spatiotemporal variability that required the use of the handheld
monitoring devices.

Noise levels were consistently, significantly lower for the
urban green walks relative to the urban gray walks, withmoderate
to large effect sizes. While ambient road noise is not directly
regulated in Richmond, if from a single vehicle, the excursions
above 86 dB in the urban gray walks would be violations of city
regulations. Results indicate statistically significant differences
between the two walk routes for both particulate matter (PM2.5)
and noise level (dB).

Psychological Outcomes
Subjective Well-Being
There was no significant difference between the SWEMWBS
scores on the 2 days [t(9) = 0.732, p = 0.483; d = 0.203] as
revealed using a paired t-test to compare samples. The effect size
shows only a small effect, further suggesting that the result is
non-significant. The SWEMWBS scale is a sub-chronic measure
of subjective well-being and shows that, over the duration of the
study, subjective well-being was constant in our sample. Overall
SWEMWBS scores on Day 1 were 27.4 (sd = 5.4) and on Day 2
were 25.9 (sd= 6.15).
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Mood
We examined the change scores between pre- and post-walk
assessments of the UWIST MACL (mean scores provided in
Table 4), allowing for reduced between subject variability. The
results showed a significant effect of route type on hedonic tone
(t19) = −2.62, p = 0.017; d = 1.14) but not on stress [t19 =

1.64, p = 0.117; d = 0.73] or arousal [t19 = −0.864, p = 0.399;
d = 0.37]. Figure 6 shows the change scores; the only significant

TABLE 4 | Psychological outcomes for subjective wellbeing outcomes (standard

deviations in parentheses).

SWEMWBS Day 1 Day 2

27.45 (5.47) 25.9 (6.15)

UWIST MACL Pre-walk Post-walk

Hedonic tone: urban gray 26.6 (3.5) 26.8 (3.85)

Hedonic tone: urban green 24.91 (4.85) 27.27 (4.84)

Stress: urban gray 14.7 (4.81) 14.6 (4.74)

Stress: urban green 16.55 (5.36) 13 (4.05)

Arousal: urban gray 23.9 (3.96) 24.9 (3.96)

Arousal urban green 23 (4.27) 25.27 (3.69)

Simple reaction time (ms)

Urban gray 436.36 (155.88) 459.1 (122.01)

Urban green 427.11 (95.85) 412.64 (134.3)

SWEMWBS scores range between 7 and 35; all three MACL outcome scores range

between 8 and 32.

result is the increase in hedonic tone in the urban green condition
when compared to the urban gray condition. However, Figure 6
also shows the hypothesized direction of change for each non-
significant condition; stress decreases post-walk at a larger rate
than the urban gray (the standard error bars suggest, however,
a varied response between participants) and arousal increases
in the urban green relative to the urban gray condition. The
effect scores show a large effect of route on hedonic tone (1.14),
supporting the significance of this result. We also see a medium
effect size of route on stress (0.73), suggesting, with appropriately
powered participant numbers, there may be an overarching
effect. The effect size of route on arousal is small-to-medium
(0.37), suggesting there may not be an effect of route on arousal,
supported by the non-significant result.

Short Reaction Time Test
Table 4 shows the mean reaction times (ms) pre- and post-
walk for the urban gray vs. urban green walk. Participants were
counterbalanced between the two conditions to ensure no order
effects would be present in the results. Initially, we wanted to
check if there were statistically significant differences between
the pre-walk conditions (irrespective of the walk). We found no
significant difference between baseline (pre-walk) SRT reaction
times on each study day [t(9) = 0.32, p = 0.756; d = 0.11],
suggesting that any difference between pre- and post-walk SRT
score is likely due to condition effects rather than a skewed
baseline, supported further by the low effect size. An independent
t-test was then used to assess the change from baseline score
(post-walk reaction time – pre-walk reaction) and showed no

FIGURE 6 | UWIST MACL change scores for each output; change scores generated from post-walk – pre-walk scores of each MACL output.
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FIGURE 7 | Changes to Short Cognitive Reaction time (ms) pre and post walks. Urban gray shows an increased reaction time while urban green shows decreased

reaction time both post-walk.

significant effect of route type on performance [t(19) = 0.854, p
= 0.403; d = 0.37). Figure 7, however, shows that participants’
reaction times improved (i.e., got faster) post-urban green walks
compared to reaction times getting slower post-urban gray walks,
but the effect size shows that the strength of this effect is small
(0.37).

Cognitive Maps
Table 5 presents the cognitive mapping results for the
respondents. Overall, most respondents took similar approaches
to cognitive mapping, and average usability, accuracy, network
quality, and waypoint count were similar between urban gray
and urban green maps. Natural features were only used in two
of nine urban green maps, but waypoints (landmarks between
origin and destination) were included more frequently in the
sketch maps of the urban green route.

Physiological Data
Figure 8 shows the difference between the two conditions for
HRV. To characterize HRV, we computed the Root Mean Square
of the Successive Differences (RMSSD), a well-validated andmost
accurate measure of Autonomic Nervous System activity (43).
HRV is computed and compared across the two conditions in a
linear mixed effect model (see Table 6, Model 1). The multilevel
model revealed a significant effect of walking in an urban gray
condition on HRV (b = −2.16, p < 0.001). Since lower HRV
is associated with elevated stress, our finding indicates that the
urban gray condition increased stress levels when compared to
the urban green condition.

TABLE 5 | Cognitive map assessments by participant.

Environment type Mean score/count

Usability Urban gray 2.8

Urban green 2.7

Accuracy Urban gray 3.4

Urban green 3.3

Network quality Urban Gray 3.1

Urban green 3.2

Waypoints Urban gray 0.7

Urban green 1.6

Natural features Urban gray 0.0

Urban green 0.2

Usability - Could the map objectively be used to give directions to another person? (1 to 5).

Accuracy - Does the map conform to the actual geography of the route? North does not

need to be up (1 to 5).

Network - How refined is the network? A highly refined network would label streets, show

routing, and use additional streets for context (1 to 5).

Waypoints - Howmany discernable waypoints (landmarks between origin and destination)

does the map include? (Count).

Nature - How many waypoints representative of nature? (Count).

Synthesis of Data
We examined relationships between the environmental and the
physiological data collected while participants were walking
the urban green and urban gray routes. Table 6, Models 2
and 3, show results of linear mixed effects models examining
the effect of environmental measures (PM2.5 or dB) and their
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FIGURE 8 | Heart rate variability difference post walk in the “green” vs. “gray” condition. HRV is represented by the Root Mean Square of the Successive Differences

(RMSSD). Note: a lower heart rate variability indicates higher cardiac activation and higher stress.

TABLE 6 | Associations Between Environmental Conditions and Physiological

Responses by Urban Setting (Green vs. Gray).

Linear mixed effects models: dependent variable HRV (RMSSD)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Fixed effects Coefficients

Urban gray (vs. Urban green) −2.1689*** 16.8136*** −2.0007***

dB 0.0929*

Urban gray x dB −0.2609***

PM2.5 −0.1421***

Urban gray x PM2.5 0.03904

Intercept 9.8012*** 1.70934

Random effects Standard deviations

Intercept 1.5690 2.4972 2.3919

Residuals 8.3229 7.4065 7.3910

Model diagnostics

AIC 9,293.247 36,207.37 36,184.46

BIC 9,313.959 36,246.8 36,223.89

N 5,284 5,284

Coefficients are significantly different at: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

Model 1: Interaction between urban conditions and HRV; Model 2: Interaction effect of dB

and urban conditions on HRV; Model 3; Interaction effect of PM2.5 and urban conditions

on HRV.

interactions with urban conditions. To aid interpretation of
the interaction terms, Figure 9 illustrates the fixed effects
relationships among urban conditions, environmental measure,
and heart rate variability measured as RMSSD, at the ranges
for the environmental values measured during the study. Across

measures of dB, RMSSD is similar at low noise levels in both
the urban green and urban gray conditions, but as dB increases,
RMSSD diverges with lower readings (more stress) in the urban
gray but relatively even stress levels (taking confidence intervals
into account) in the urban green condition. For PM2.5, RMSSD
decreases (more stress) as particulate matter increases at similar
rates in both urban conditions. The difference between RMSSD
in the two urban conditions is significant in the model (Table 6,
Model 3).

Given a significant relationship between noise and stress, we
ran further data analyses to explore relationships between noise
(dB) and cognitive functioning [i.e., simple reaction times (SRT)].
Results showed no significant effect of noise on SRT.

DISCUSSION

Based on prior research evidence, we posited that older people, on
a low income, will benefit from walking in local neighborhoods
that include urban street trees, and other urban natural features
such as domestic gardens and nearby parks, as measured
by indicators of subjective well-being, stress and cognition
(Hypothesis 1).

First, for subjective well-being, we found a statistically
significant difference between the two walk routes (i.e., urban
gray vs. urban green) on hedonic tone, which increased more
from walking in the urban green route; this is consistent with
research showing mood benefits from walking in green vs.
gray conditions (24, 44). Findings on indicators of arousal
(energetic vigor) and perceived stress, whilst not significant,
indicate positive outcomes aligning with our hypotheses for the
green walk as compared to the gray route. Higher hedonic tone
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FIGURE 9 | Heart rate variability (RMSSD) by “green” vs. “gray” condition over observed values of dB and PM2.5 Note: a lower heart rate variability indicates higher

cardiac activation and higher stress.

in the green condition is an important outcome, representing
an increased capacity to experience pleasure, and a reduced risk
of experiencing anhedonia, one of the symptoms of depression
(45). Older people are at greater risk of depression owing to
increases in adverse life events (e.g., loss of a spouse or close
friend), social isolation and financial stressors (46), therefore
increasing hedonic capacity in older people via access to walkable,
green urban conditions may have important implications for
mental health.

Second, on physiological stress outcomes, we found significant
differences between walk routes for heart rate and heart rate
variability (HRV) with lower stress activation from walking in
the urban green route. Our stress response is a complex process
that involves two interrelated biologic systems: the sympathetic
nervous system that triggers the “flight or fight” response (and
provides the body with the energy to take action), and the
parasympathetic nervous system that acts as a break (promoting
“rest and digest” and calming the body down). Our results for
HRV and heart rate suggest walking in green space activates
the parasympathetic system and induces a calming effect. This
finding is consistent with earlier research in non-laboratory
settings showing a positive effect on stress regulation from
exposure to green space outdoors (28) as well as increases in
alpha brain activity associated with increased relaxation (25).

HRV is one of the most consistently and reliable measures of
stress physiology in this field of research and, albeit in a small
sample size, our results show promising findings for real-time
stress monitoring in older people.

The sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems work
together to achieve allostasis, or the body’s ability to maintain
stability through change. Allostasis is important for maintaining
good stress resilience. Reduced allostatic load (AL) has been
associated with higher levels of green space in the neighborhood
environment (47). Among older people, AL has been associated
with cardiovascular disease, physical decline, cognitive function
and depression (48–50). In addition, greater amounts of green
space are associated with increased physical activity, and less
stress (as measured by self-report) in older people. Alleviation
of chronic stress for older people is therefore one important
pathway by which to improve overall health. Easy access to
walkable residential neighborhoods with green space is therefore
one important public health intervention that can support
healthy aging.

Third, on cognitive health outcome measures, short reaction
time (SRT) results indicate faster reaction times post-urban
green walk, albeit not significant in this small sample. This has
implications for maintaining mental alertness whilst walking,
reducing the risk of trips and falls amongst older people outdoors.
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The SRT task is a measure of speed of attention and processing,
so further investigation is needed to understand if green spaces
can reliably improve attentional capacity in older populations. It
also supports previous behavioral research that shows improved
directed-attention performance following exposure to walks in
nature (51, 52).

On indicators of spatial memory, participants’ practical ability
to draw usable, accurate route sketch maps did not vary between
the two urban conditions. However, waypoints were included at
double the rate in the urban green setting compared to the urban
gray setting, though with the small sample size (N = 11 complete
sketchmap sets), this mean difference was only significant at the p
< 0.1 level. The fact that the urban green route did prompt amore
detailed recollection of the features of the route, compared to the
urban gray route, is worth further consideration. It is possible
that the architectural qualities of the urban green route, which
proceeded through a historic area, were more memorable than
those of the urban gray route on busy Broad Street. Alternatively,
the relative calm of the urban green route may have enabled
greater attention to surroundings, which could improve recall of
waypoints. The literature on variations in cognitive recall of the
environment under conditions of stress is limited, and further
research in this area could help explain the process by which
features of the environment do or do not accrue meaning and
value for local residents.

Fourth, we posited that lower levels of air and noise pollution
will result in improvements across the mental health outcome
measures (Hypothesis 2). We found significant interaction effects
between levels of air / noise pollution, urban conditions and
stress activation. First, stress levels increased with increasing
noise levels (dB) in the urban gray condition; by comparison,
stress activation decreased in the urban green condition as dB
increased (Figure 9). But the effect of noise (dB) on stress
activation was stronger from walking in a busy, trafficked urban
walk. Chronic noise keeps the body’s stress response constantly
activated contributing to increased risk of heart disease andmood
disturbances (reflected in our finding on hedonic tone above). It
appears that urban greenery may be acting as a buffer to stress
activation from increasing dB; it’s possible we are more tolerant
to increasing noise in urban green conditions, a proposition
warranting further research. We also found significant effects of
air pollution (PM2.5) and urban conditions on stress activation;
in both conditions stress increased as PM2.5 increased, but with
no potential buffering effect of green space, although stress
activation was greater in the trafficked urban walk (Figure 9).
Given that other studies have identified associations between
mental health (i.e., self-reported anxiety, depression and stress)
and heart rate dynamics (i.e., HRV) and exposure to traffic
and air pollutants in healthy adults (53, 54), in a larger sample
we might expect to see a stronger effect of urban conditions
and air pollution on stress activation. It is also possible that
a longer exposure time to air pollution may be required to
detect differences. A 2-hour walk, for example, on a traffic-
polluted street has shown adverse effects on older people’s
cardio-respiratory health (55). In summary, we found significant
interaction effects between levels of noise/air pollution, urban
conditions and stress activation, with a stronger effect for noise in

busy trafficked conditions. Our study therefore warrants further
examination of air-pollution-traffic-mental health associations
using mobile health and environmental sensors.

This pilot study seeks to understand relationships between
environmental and physiological data, and integrates near-
continuous, precise data streams on measures including noise,
particulate matter pollution, and heart rate variability. Our
protocols utilize both time and place records to match data
streams. We established a process to then observe co-variation
across time and place, both at the level of individuals and across
shared experiences. While our pilot sample was small, these
processes were effective and can be applied to larger samples in
future research. Increasing sample size will increase power and
may lead to statistical significance.

In addition, we also wanted to test the viability of recruiting
and implementing a complex study protocol in senior people
on lower incomes. There are many challenges to using mobile
human health and environmental data sensors. The technology
is relatively new, largely tested in younger (student) populations,
and its application requires testing in a wider participant
demographic. We anticipated it may be challenging for senior
people to wear a mobile sensor and comply with stringent criteria
about eating, drinking and talking during the experiment, given
that our participants – whilst living independently – were also
experiencing financial stressors from retirement, and some health
challenges (7 participants with a registered disability). A total
of 11 participants (from a sample of 12 recruited) were able to
comply with our study protocol across two walk days with an
intervening period of 1 day between walk days. The older people
in our experiment did find some pre- and post-walk tasks difficult
(e.g., the short reaction time task was substituted for a complex
reaction time task, tested in a pilot, which our participants found
mentally challenging).

We did not explore heat stress, but the alleviation of heat
stress by tree canopy cover has a significant role to play in
aiding mobility for older people during hot summer periods.
Urban greenery (e.g., street trees, parks, and front gardens) may
reduce surface temperatures to which older populations are more
sensitive, highlighting the importance of green infrastructure
for “older neighborhoods” associated with particular older
demographic groups. This is the focus of a follow-on study.

LIMITATIONS

Our study captured acute stress, and immediate physiologic
changes over a short-term period using heart rate measures.
Capturing chronic stress requires the repeated capture of diurnal
cortisol over time, or measures of allostatic load (indicators
of immune, neuroendocrine, and metabolic function) typically
captured in saliva.

Our participants self-selected to participate in the study,
therefore, bias may have occurred due to non-random selection.
We cannot demonstrate any causalmechanisms between outdoor
exposure, stress and health. Using RCTs (randomized control
trials) – along with bigger samples – is required to increase
the generalizability of results. However, given the challenges
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of combining multiple heterogeneous sensor data streams (e.g.,
HRV with air pollution) which have different scales, sampling
rates and missing data patterns, and due to the complexity
of integrating real-time environmental and physiological data
sets (with billions of milliseconds of data) with subjective data,
the research field will likely grow slowly with small samples to
establish robust protocols for both experimental design and data
processing/integration approaches. Sampling sizes tend to be
small, however, our study, employing a cross-over design and the
capture of pre and post data in two dichotomous environments,
improves on the experimental work characteristic of the field to
date [see (28)].

Given that associations between urban green space
and mental health outcomes in older people are
significantly modified by race, age, gender, social support,
physical function, and socioeconomic status (53, 56)
it is important that future research sufficiently power
participant sample sizes to explore differences by socio-
demographic characteristics. Other variables of interest to
future studies exploring mental health-built environment
associations in older people include aesthetics (including
littering/vandalism/order as well as greenery) which are
associated with increased physical activity in older people
(57), and walk pace, which is associated with increased life
longevity (58).

Our study has taken a closer step toward measuring ways
that the local nearby environment relates to human health
in older people, which will improve our ability to identify
more nuanced relationships between environmental exposure,
stress and cognitive health outcomes. We have begun to set
out a process by which a complex matrix of physiologic and
environmental data can be integrated. Further development of
methodological approaches (e.g., use of time-activity monitoring
across space and time, developing data fusion techniques
to analyze the multimodal data) could help characterize the
complex matrix of social and physical circumstances, both
indoors and outdoors, that contribute to or mitigate stress.
Additionally, given the potential benefits of exposure to natural
spaces on stress and cognitive functioning, interventions paired
with research are needed most in those neighborhoods that lack
close proximity to such space.

CONCLUSION

Our study increases understanding of how walking in the
immediate neighborhood environment affects stress and other
health indicators in older people. In a vulnerable aging
population, we successfully established a protocol for measuring
ambulatory heart rate using mobile technologies and correlating
them with urban analytical data captured in real-time outdoors.
This is the first time, to our knowledge, that the impact of urban
greening on real-time stress responses in older populations has
been examined using these methods.

As the life longevity and the number of older persons
increases globally, a central question is, what changes in the built

environment can improve quality of life and sustain health for an
aging population? Albeit in a small sample, our study suggests
that publicly accessible urban green space offers promising
opportunities for supporting mental health in older people.
Whilst further research is needed, findings can inform urban
planning for health, and help inform global initiatives such as the
World Health Organization’s ‘Age Friendly Cities’ program.
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